ACCESSORIES

IN RANGE UNTIL END OF 2020

TRAININGWEAR

TIRO DUFFLEBAG L
TIRO DU L

Warm or cold. Wet or dry. Pack all of your
football essentials in this large duffel bag.
The generous main compartment features
a dedicated mesh zone to separate clean
and dirty gear. Multiple pockets help to keep
essentials easy to find. The base is coated for
all-weather durability.

DQ1067
BLACK / WHITE

€ 44,95
ONE SIZE
DU1984
BOLD BLUE / WHITE

TIRO DUFFLEBAG M
TIRO DU M

DU1983
POWER RED / WHITE

KEY
ARTICLE

Match day or routine training. Pack kit
essentials for easy travel in this medium
football duffel bag. The main compartment
features a dedicated mesh zone to separate
clean and dirty gear. Multiple pockets help
keep essentials easy to find. It is coated for
all-weather durability.

DQ1071
BLACK / WHITE

€ 39,95
ONE SIZE
DU1988
BOLD BLUE / WHITE

DU1987
POWER RED / WHITE

TIRO DUFFLEBAG S
TIRO DU S

Everyday training or match day. Pack kit essentials
for easy travel in this small football duffel bag.
The main compartment features a dedicated
mesh zone to separate clean and dirty gear. Two
pockets keep essentials within easy reach. The
base is coated for all-weather durability.

DQ1075
BLACK / WHITE

€ 34,95
ONE SIZE
DU1986
BOLDBLUE / WHITE
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DU1985
POWER RED / WHITE
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TIRO DUFFLEBAG BOTTOM COMPARTMENT L
TIRO DU BC L

Be ready for anything. Pack your match
and training essentials in this large football
duffel. A lower compartment separates
clean gear from dirty. Two pockets help
you organise things. A reinforced bottom
adds all-season durability.

DQ1081
BLACK / WHITE

€ 49,95
ONE SIZE

DU2002
BOLD BLUE / WHITE

DU1990
POWER RED / WHITE

KEY TIRO DUFFLEBAG BOTTOM COMPARTMENT M
TIRO DU BC M
ARTICLE
Travel right. Pack your match and training
essentials in this medium-size football duffel. A
lower compartment separates clean gear from
dirty. Two pockets help you organise things. A
reinforced bottom adds all-season durability.

DQ1080
BLACK / WHITE

€ 44,95
ONE SIZE
DU2004
BOLD BLUE / WHITE

DU2003
POWER RED / WHITE

TIRO DUFFLEBAG BOTTOM COMPARTMENT S
TIRO DU BC S

Travel light. Pack your kit for transport in this small
football duffel. A lower compartment separates
clean gear from dirty. Two pockets help make it
easy to find essential items. A reinforced bottom
adds all-season durability.

DQ1078
BLACK / WHITE

DU2001
BOLD BLUE / WHITE

DU1999
POWER RED / WHITE
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€ 39,95
ONE SIZE

ACCESSORIES

IN RANGE UNTIL END OF 2020

TRAININGWEAR

TIRO WHEELED DUFFLEBAG
TIRO DU XL WW

Simplify your travel days with this wheeled
team bag. The rugged design features a
spacious easy-access opening with multiple
zip pockets. A dedicated shoe compartment
keeps your kit organised.
€ 84,95
ONE SIZE

DS8875
BLACK / WHITE

TIRO SHOE BAG
TIRO SB

Give your shoes the respect they deserve with this
football shoe bag. Carry it on its own or use it to
seal your muddy shoes off from the rest of your kit
in your travel bag.
€ 14,95
ONE SIZE

DQ1069
BLACK / WHITE

TIRO BACKPACK
TIRO BP

KEY
ARTICLE

Always ready. Stow your football essentials
in this backpack for maximum convenience.
A full-zip opening offers easy access to
everything in the main compartment. A mesh
side pockets and front zip keeps essentials
within easy reach. The base is coated for
all-weather durability.
DQ1083
BLACK / WHITE

€ 34,95
ONE SIZE

DU1996
BOLD BLUE / WHITE
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DU1993
POWER RED / WHITE
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TIRO WOOLIE
TIRO WOOLIE

Don’t let the weather slow you down. Add warmth to cool
mornings with this knit beanie. A ribbed knit and classic
cuff lend timeless style that moves from pitch to street.

DQ1070
BLACK / WHITE

€ 17,95
ONE SIZE
100% PAN-PLAIN KNIT-

TIRO GLOVES

TIRO GLOVE

Slip into these lightweight football gloves when
the temperature dips. They stretch with your
movements to keep your hands warm on the pitch
or the sideline. Conductive thumb and forefinger tips
are touchscreen compatible.
€ 19,95
SIZES : S, M, L
DS8874
BLACK / WHITE

FIELDPLAYER GLOVES CLIMAPROOF
FIELDPLAYER CP

These football gloves keep your hands covered
in breathable, stretchy mesh. Featuring silicon
prints for a good grip, the fingers have a negative
cut for a snug, cosy fit.
CW5640
BLACK / WHITE

€ 27,95
SIZES: 4, 4-, 5, 5-, 6, 6-, 7, 7-, 8,
8-, 9, 9-, 10, 10-, 11, 11-, 12

FIELDPLAYER GLOVES
FIELDPLAYER

033905
BLACK / WHITE

€ 22,95
SIZES: 4, 4-, 5, 5-, 6, 6-, 7, 7-, 8,
8-, 9, 9-, 10, 10-, 11, 11-, 12
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Stay warmed up and ready to perform when the temperature
drops on the football pitch. These snug-fitting gloves are built
from soft, lightweight fleece that keeps the cold out while
drawing sweat away from your skin to leave you comfortable.
A vented wrist cuff adds breathability.
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IN RANGE UNTIL END OF 2020

TRAININGWEAR

TIRO GYMBAG
TIRO GB

This football gym bag gives you simple on-thego convenience. An easy-open cinch top offers
access to your kit, while the straps let you wear it
over the shoulder or as a backpack.
€ 14,95
ONE SIZE
DQ1068
BLACK / WHITE

FB BALLNET
FB BALLNET

An easier way to carry your balls. The adidas Ballnet
is an open mesh net with a handy tie cord closure for
toting your equipment to and from the football pitch.
€ 34,95
ONE SIZE

E44309
JULY 2019: DY1988
BLACK / WHITE

MEDICAL CASE
FB MEDICAL CASE

Tend to injuries in a hurry with this sturdy football medical
case. Made with durable nylon, the bag features a roomy
main compartment with a large zip opening for quick
and easy access. A top carry handle and an adjustable
shoulder strap make for convenient transport.
€ 89,95
ONE SIZE
Z10086
BLACK / WHITE
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CAPTAINS ARMBAND

FB CAPT ARMBAND

CF1051
BLACK / WHITE

CF1052
BLUE / COLLEGIATE NAVY

You earned your place at the top, now show
it off with this football captain’s armband. It
features an easy-to-adjust hook-and-loop
closure and 3-Stripes graphic.
€ 14,95
ONE SIZE

CF1053
SCARLET / DARK GREY

TIRO NECKWARMER
FB NECKWARMER

Wrap up on the pitch when the temperature
plummets. Simple to slip on, this insulated
neck warmer has a fleece lining which helps
you stay warm and ready to dominate
football training. It is made from a soft
polyacrylic knit that channels moisture away
from your skin to keep you dry.

W67131
JULY 2019: DY1990)
BLACK / WHITE

€ 19,95
ONE SIZE

TRAINING BIB
TRG BIB 14

Fly through football training and
scrimmages in this lightweight bib. It is
made of mesh, with an oversize round
neck and armholes to allow for quick
changes between sessions.
ADULT: € 8,95
SIZES: S, M, L, XL

F82134
VIVID BERRY

D84856
LIGHT GREY

F82133
GLOW ORANGE

F82135
VIVID GREEN
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MATERIAL: 100% POLYESTER

FOOTBALLS

TRAININGWEAR

KEY
ARTICLE

TEAM JS290

Built for junior sala players, this full-size football weighs
around 290 grams. Its TPU cover and machine-stitched
construction offer high durability and consistent play. The
butyl bladder is filled to produce a lower rebound, which helps
improve control in fast-moving games on hard surfaces.
CZ9572
SOLAR ORANGE / BLUE / SILVER MET.

PRICE: € 24,95

SIZES: FUTSAL

TECHNOLOGY: MACHINE STITCHED
USAGE: TRAINING

KEY
ARTICLE

TEAM J350

Built for junior players, this full-size football has a weight
of around 350 grams. Its seamless surface is designed to
produce a better touch and lower water uptake. A butyl
bladder ensures it stays inflated for longer.
PRICE: € 24,95
CZ9573
WHITE / BLACK / BLUE / SILVER MET.

SIZES: 4, 5

TECHNOLOGY: LAMINATED
USAGE: TRAINING

PUMP
Pack this light, compact air pump with your gear to
make sure your footballs are always ready to roll. It
has a dual action design, which means it inflates the
ball both on the push and pull. An integrated clip lets
you store the needle between uses.
CZ9556
€ 11,95

PRESSURE GAUGE
Check your footballs are perfectly inflated with
this pressure gauge. The indicator dial displays
measurements in both bars and psi. A pressure release
button lets you reduce pressure in over-inflated balls.
CZ9553
€ 11,95

G70908

These inflating needles help ensure your footballs are
always ready to roll. Whether you’re on the court or the
pitch, use them in combination with a compatible pump
to keep the tools of your trade fully inflated. They are
made from steel for durability.
€ 4,95
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NEEDLE REPLACEMENT SET

